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The Arts in Grade 1

In first grade, instruction focuses on clearly defining and demonstrating arts concepts, 
building a basic arts vocabulary, and encouraging creative thought.  Students are focusing 
on the gathering and developing steps of the creative process.  Teachers ask students to 
explain why they have made specific choices in their work.  

Teachers enhance student achievement by providing an arts friendly environment that in-
cludes:  teacher-modeling or the use of details and completion of artworks, guided practice, 
time for exploring answers to questions, and teaching safe use of materials and tools.  

Students are beginning to develop an awareness of audience, and are asked to treat “sharing” 
in a respectful way.  Although it is not necessary to perform in every class, teachers encourage 
students to share with each other in small ways.  For example, half the class may watch while 
the other half performs.  Students gain visual and auditory knowledge of arts concepts when 
they are questioned about what they have seen or heard.  

First graders begin to compare similarities and differences and classifying objects in all 
subjects.  By creating simple songs, dances, stories, and artworks, children gain a sense of form 
and organization important to literacy.  The arts in first grade help children understand key 
content in other subjects, such as how to predict patterns, make generalizations, and under-
stand elements of change.  The arts also give first graders multiple means of representing 
content from other subjects, visually and physically.

Chinese New Year – Micah Agcaoili
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Arts Standards and Benchmarks

Standard 1: Visual Arts – Understand and apply art materials, techniques, and processes  
in the creation of original works of art and understand how the visual arts communicate  
a variety of ideas, feelings, and experiences.

Standard 2: Music – Understand and apply elements of music and understand how music 
communicates ideas, feelings, and experiences across cultures.

Standard 3: Drama and Theatre – Understand and apply the skills of acting, design, and  
technical theatre and understand the role of drama in various cultures throughout history.

Standard 4: Dance – Understand and apply elements of dance, appreciate how dance  
communicates meaning, and recognize its role across cultures and throughout history.
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STANDARDS and BENCHMARKS
Standard 1: Visual Arts – Understand and apply art materials, techniques, and processes in the creation of

original works of art and understand how the visual arts communicate a variety of ideas, feelings, and experiences.

Standard 2: Music – Understand and apply elements of music and understand how music communicates

ideas, feelings, and experiences across cultures.

Standard 3: Drama and Theatre – Understand and apply the skills of acting, design, and technical theatre

and understand the role of drama in various cultures throughout history.

Standard 4: Dance – Understand and apply elements of dance, appreciate how dance communicates meaning,

and recognize its role across cultures and throughout history.

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.1.1.1

FA.1.1.2

FA.1.1.3

FA.1.1.4

Use various types of art media.

Use the elements of line, shape, form, texture, color, and the principles of

repetition and variety in artwork using a variety of art mediums.

Differentiate between two-dimensional and three-dimensional artwork.

Demonstrate how mixing primary colors can create secondary colors.

FA.1.2.1

FA.1.2.2

FA.1.2.3

FA.1.2.4

FA.1.2.5

FA.1.2.6

Use simple patterns of rhythm and pitch using quarter notes, quarter rest, and

eighth notes.

Use the notations for four-beat rhythmic patterns using quarter notes, quarter rests,

and eighth notes.

Use a four-beat melodic or rhythmic pattern to demonstrate the simple musical

form of “echo.”

Recognize, by sound quality, various characteristics of instruments and vocal

sounds.

Sing a simple song with appropriate vocal range from memory.

Identify families of instruments and how each sound is produced.

FA.1.3.1

FA.1.3.2
Recognize theatrical vocabulary.

Adapt and dramatize a familiar story.

How the Arts

are Organized

FA.1.4.1

FA.1.4.2

FA.1.4.3

FA.1.4.4

Create a dance that consists of a beginning, middle, and end.

Apply the elements of space (e.g., place, size, level, direction) to create simple

movement sequences.

Apply the elements of energy – smooth/sharp (attack), heavy/light (weight),

tight/loose (flow) – to create simple movement sequences.

Repeat a simple movement sequence by imitation.

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.1.1.5 Use familiar subjects and experiences to create original works of art.

FA.1.2.7 Explain how music can communicate ideas and moods.

FA.1.3.3

FA.1.3.4
Evaluate personal feelings about a theatrical work.

Critique characterization in a theatrical work.

How the Arts

Communicate

FA.1.4.5 Describe how an idea is communicated through dance.
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Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.
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Teachers are encouraged to connect the fine arts topics with content in other areas. Examples of possible

benchmark connections are listed below.

�������� ����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Segment and blend onset-rimes.

�������� Identify the basic story elements of character and setting.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Explain how a title page, illustrations, and key words can convey information.

�������� Make and confirm predictions about what will happen next or what will be learned from a text by

previewing key words and illustrations.

�������� Express ideas through drama activities (e.g., sharing, roles playing, puppetry, mine, choral reinforce

content through actions.

�������� Give and follow one- to three-step oral directions

�������� Use basic listening skills to focus attention on speaker and respond to a message.

�������� Adjust volume and intonation (e.g., falling from statements, rising for questions) as appropriate to

content and purpose.

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify basic three-dimensional geometric solids (e.g., cube, sphere, rectangular prism).

�������� Identify attributes and parts of common two- and three-dimensional shapes.

�������� Identify symmetrical shapes found in the real world.

�������� Use directional words to locate an object or place (e.g., left, right, near, far).

�������� Extend, create, and describe repeating patterns.

��������� Use objects, pictures, words, and numbers sentences to represent and solve numerical problems

situations involving addition and subtraction.

��������� Collect and organize information using concrete objects and pictures.

Framework for Linking the Arts to other Core Areas

Students explore how works of art – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

Language Arts

ORGANIZED ArtsHOW THE ARE

Students also come to understand that the arts exist 
for a variety of purposes, or functions.  Artists make 
work to communicate.  By studying “How the Arts 
Communicate,” students build literacy and develop 
critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

COMMUNICATE ArtsHOW THE
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Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
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Math
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��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������� ����������

�������� Explain the results of an investigation to an audience using simple data organizers (e.g., charts, graphs,

pictures).

�������� Identify ways in which the same kinds of plants and the same kinds of animals differ.

�������� Describe the physical characteristics of living things that enable them to live in their environment.

�������� Describe how the motion of an object can be changed by force (push or pull).

������ �������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

������ ������� ����������

�������� Explain historical symbols of American nationalism.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

������ ������� ����������

�������� Use a variety of primary sources (e.g., artifacts, letters, photographs) to gain an understanding of

historical events.

�������� Describe ways in which own and others cultures express cultural beliefs and practices through stories

and/or legends.

Science
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Students explore how works of art – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

Social Studies
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The arts also connect people across time and  
cultures.  Through the study of the arts, students  
gain a greater understanding of their own culture  
as well as prepare for global citizenship.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Shapes to Forms ������ 1 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create a drawing of a two-dimensional geometric shape and its three-dimensional

cylinder counterpart.

������� 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.1.1.3: Differentiate between two-dimensional and three-

dimensional artwork.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Differentiate between two-

dimensional and three-

dimensional artwork with

accuracy.

Differentiate between two-

dimensional and three-

dimensional artwork with

no significant errors.

Differentiate between two-

dimensional and three-

dimensional artwork with

few significant errors.

Differentiate between two-

dimensional and three-

dimensional artwork with

many significant errors.

��� ���� ����������� two-dimensional shapes (rectangle, square, circle, oval, triangle), three-dimensional forms

(pyramid, cone, cylinder, box, cube, sphere, egg or ellipsis)

������� ���� ���������� Geometric Shapes and their Properties and Relationships – MA.1.5.2: Identify

attributes and parts of common two-and three-dimensional shapes.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Identify attributes and

parts of common two-and

three-dimensional shapes,

with accuracy.

Identify attributes and

parts of common two-and

three-dimensional shapes,

with no significant errors.

Identify attributes and

parts of common two-and

three-dimensional shapes,

with few significant errors.

Identify attributes and

parts of common two-and

three-dimensional shapes,

with many significant

errors.

��������� ��� ��� Regular class seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Cut out examples of the basic two-dimensional geometric shapes: Triangle, Rectangle, Square, Circle, Oval.

(Note: Oak tag is a good material to use.)

� Examples of common items that represent basic forms. For example: ice cream cone (cone), child’s block

(cube), shoe box (rectangular box), egg (ellipsis), triangular prism, oatmeal container or can (cylinder), ball

(sphere)

� Pencil and paper

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� geometric shapes and forms, gradation and how to draw a value

(gray) scale. They should have some experience with contour drawing.

�������� ����� Math terminology is two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes. Form is a visual art term, as

noted in the glossary. Extensions of this lesson would be to use other shapes and their counterpart forms, one at a

time, or have various shapes and forms on different tables and letting students rotate them to draw the various

shapes and forms.
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

������ are flat. When artists talk about ����� they are referring to

three-dimensional shapes or objects. I’m going to show you an example of a t���

����������� �����. (Teacher note: Shows the circle shape.)

Now look at these objects that are not flat. You can see several sides of the object.

Artists call these �����, and they are also called ����������������� �������

Who can find the three-dimensional form of this flat shape I hold in my hand?

What do the shape and its form have in common?

(Teacher note: Students might describe the common number of sides, or similar

attributes. Continue looking at a few more shape and form pairs, repeating the

description question of common attributes. E.g., Square-Cube, Triangle-

Cone/Pyramid, Rectangle-Rectangle Prism/Box, Oval-Ellipse/Egg, Rectangle, circle

– Cylinder side, top or bottom)

�

��

��

(Teacher note: Pass out paper and pencil. Demonstrate drawing the cylinder on the

board or overhead first before students begin their drawing. See illustration below.)

Today we are going to learn how to draw a three-dimensional shape or form called a

��������. First we will draw the flat shape of its front. Can you picture what that

would be? ����������). If we were to put it on its side, so that you would be looking at

the cylinder’s top or bottom, what shape would it be? ��������� Watch as I draw a

cylinder.

1. First, draw a vertical rectangle.

2. Next, erase the top and bottom line. Replace the bottom line with line that is

not straight but dips down slightly. Replace the top line with a line that slightly

dips, exactly like the bottom line. Can you see that it’s beginning to look like a

three-dimensional form?

3. Take the top dipped line and flip it to complete the top of the cylinder.

4. Finally, use the pencil to shade the cylinder, darkest on one side, and gradually

getting lighter and lighter. Leave the opposite side of the cylinder white, as if

light is hitting that side.

Now it’s your turn to draw. First draw a rectangle. (Teacher note: Talk students

through each step of the procedure.)

Leave your drawing on your desk. Let’s walk around the room and look at each

other’s drawings.

�

�
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�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

�������� ��� ����������� ������� ��� ������ ��� ����� ���� ��� �����

��� ��� ���� ���� ������ ��� ����� ���� ��� �� ��� �������� ������

���� ����� ��� �� �� ������� ���� ��������

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ���������� �� ��� ��� ��

� �������

�������� ��� ����������� �������

��� ������ ��� ����� ���� ��� �����

��� ��� ���� ���� ������ ���

����� ���� ��� �� ��� ����� ���

������

���� ����� ��� �� �� �������

���� ��������
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�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

�������� ��� ����������� ������� ��� ������ ��� ����� ���� ��� �����

��� ��� ���� ���� ������ ��� ����� ���� ��� �� ��� �������� ������

���� ����� ��� �� �� ������� ���� ��������

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ���������� �� ��� ��� ��

� �������

�������� ��� ����������� �������

��� ������ ��� ����� ���� ��� �����

��� ��� ���� ���� ������ ���

����� ���� ��� �� ��� ����� ���

������

���� ����� ��� �� �� �������

���� ��������
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���� ���������� ������

������ Suki's Kimono ������ 1 ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students create rhythmic patterns on drums and explain how the drum music can

communicate a mood or idea.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.1.2.7: Explain how music can communicate ideas and

moods.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Analyze, using specific

examples, how music can

communicate ideas and

moods.

Explain how music can

communicate ideas and

moods.

Name the ideas and

moods a work of music is

intended to communicate.

Recognize that music can

be used to express ideas or

moods.

��� ���� ����������� rhythm pattern, tempo, dynamics (pianissimo, forte)

������� ���� ���������� Cultural Systems and Practices – SS.1.6.1: Describe ways in which own and other

cultures express cultural beliefs and practices through stories and/or legends.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Compare ways in which

own and other cultures

express cultural beliefs

and practices through

stories and/or legends.

Describe ways in which

own and other cultures

express cultural beliefs

and practices through

stories and/or legends.

Provide examples of ways

in which own and other

cultures express cultural

beliefs and practices

through stories and/or

legends.

Recognize that own and

other cultures express

cultural beliefs and

practices through stories

and/or legends.

��������� ��� ��� Cleared space for students to work in groups with drums.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Chieri Uegaki & Stephane Jorisch. Suki’s Kimono. Kids Can Press, 2003. (ISBN 1-55337-084-8)

� Drums

� Kenny Endo, Eternal Energy. CD/DVD available online at Borders.com.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� or have experiences with different rhythmic patterns and how to

handle drums; know what is meant by the word culture.

�������� ����� Have a plan for dividing the children into groups.

Suki’s Kimono
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�� Divide into four groups. Each group will create a short rhythmic pattern of 4 beats

and play the pattern on the drums.

�

�� Here are further instructions for each of the groups. One group will play their

pattern with a fast ����� but with very quiet �������� ������������. Another

group will play their pattern with a slow ����� and loud �������� �������. The

third group will play their pattern with fast ����� and loud ��������. The last

group will play their pattern at a medium ����� and medium loud ��������.

Let’s listen to each group's pattern.

Tell me how each of these patterns made you feel? What kinds of things did it make

you think of when it was fast and quiet? Slow and loud? Fast and loud? Medium?

Just as music creates a mood and communicates ideas, stories tell us about people’s

beliefs and cultures.

�

�

�� Listen to this story of Suki’s Kimono. Is there anyone who has heard taiko drums?

Tell us something about the sounds that these types of drums make. Which group's

drum pattern would best fit the sounds of the taiko drums in the story? What

country do you think this story is from? What made you think this? What are some

of the Japanese beliefs or practices that you learned about in this story?

If you are Japanese, have you done some of these things? (Teacher note: give an

example of your cultural background and something that you do to celebrate a

special event.) What are some ways that your family celebrates your culture? Why

do you do it? What other stories or legends have you read or listened to that helped

you to learn about different cultures?

Now let's listen to a selection of music with Kenny Endo playing taiko drums. How

does it compare to the patterns that you created?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Why is it important to create music with different tempos and dynamics?

What did we learn about Suki’s culture? How does it compare to your culture?

What are some other ways that you can learn about your culture and other cultures?

Why is it important to learn about your and others' cultures?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the different tempos and

dynamics we used to play our drum

patterns.

What did you learn about the

Japanese culture from the story?

How do these different dynamics

and tempos make you feel?

In the story of Suki’s Kimono, what

are some words that you would use

to describe the feeling when the

taiko drums played?

Why is it important to create music

of different tempos and dynamics?

Would you recommend this story to

other children? Why? Why not?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Imaginary Creatures ������ 1 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students physically create the creatures described in a story/poem, expressing their ideas of

the creatures’ actions and sounds.

������� 1. Self-directed Learner

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.1.3.2: Adapt and dramatize a familiar story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Insightfully adapt and

dramatize a familiar story.

Adapt and dramatize a

familiar story.

Adapt and dramatize a

familiar story with few

effective elements.

Ineffectively adapt and

dramatize a familiar story.

��� ���� ����������� shape, setting, freeze, personal space, body

������� ���� ���������� Discussion and Presentation – LA.1.6.1 Express ideas through drama activities (e.g.,

sharing, role playing, puppetry, mime, choral reading).

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Clearly express ideas

through creative drama

activities.

Express ideas through

drama activities.

Express redundant or

somewhat irrelevant ideas

through drama activities.

Express irrelevant or vague

ideas through drama

activities.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Drum, sticks or mallets

� Book of imaginary creature poetry (Suggested author: Jack Prelutsky)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to freeze and respond to directions.

�������� �����

� Encourage students to find as many different ways to shape their bodies into the characters and settings of the

story. Guide them to try more than one idea each time they create an image, encouraging them to be aware of

how they incorporate every part of their body, from feet to knees to back to shoulders to head. Discuss

descriptive words that will guide them, like twisted vines, gnarled trees, spiky bushes, etc.

� Use a drum or other percussion instrument to cue freezing and to cue when you want students to begin

carrying out your instructions.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Today is Imaginary Creature day. We’re going to turn ourselves into different kinds

of creatures, imagining what they look and sound like and even where they live.

Listen as I read this poem. What does the poem tell us about the creature? �

�

On my cue, everyone will ����� his or her whole ���� into the creature of the

poem. How can you make your whole ���� into that creature? And ������.

(Teacher note: Validate student efforts.) And relax.

(Teacher note: Continue with other creatures as desired.)

�

Imaginary Creatures
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�

On my cue, everyone will talk a walk about the room as the creature. Remember

�������� �����. Please try not to touch or bump into anyone else as you walk.

Show me how that creature walks. Is it big or slow? Tiny or fast? Don’t forget the

����� of your ����. On my next cue, freeze. Hold still. Don’t move any part of

your ����. And relax.

�

�

As you walk this time, let me also hear the sound your creature makes. Walk and

sound. And ������. Hold still. Don’t move any part of your ����. And relax.

(Teacher note: Continue with other creatures as desired.)

�

�

What would be the ������� for the creatures’ home? What do you think the

creature’s forest or jungle might look like? Who would like to be the trees? The

rocks? The bushes?

(Teacher note: Use student suggestions.)

�

�

On my cue, show me how you can ����� your ���� to be your part of the

forest/jungle. Hold still. This is our Imaginary Creature Forest. And relax.

(Teacher note: Repeat as necessary.)

�

�

Let’s have your creatures take a walk through the Imaginary Creature Forest.

(Teacher note: Pick some students to be creatures and some to be the forest.)

On my cue, those who volunteered to be the forest, shape your body to be a part of

the forest. On my next cue, those who volunteered to be the creatures take a walk

through the forest. Listen carefully, creatures, as you walk. Show me where your

creature likes to eat. In what part of the forest does your creature eat? Now have

your creature walk to its sleeping place. Show me how tired the creature is. Show

me how your creature settles down to sleep. And relax.

�

� (Teacher note: Read the poem as the students/creatures move through the forest.)

Describe what ������ and sounds are you using to create the creature. Describe

what ������ and sounds are other students using. Describe what ������ and sounds

are you using to create the �������. Describe the ������ and sounds other students

are using to create the �������.

� �

� (Teacher note: Repeat with students exchanging parts of forest and creatures.) � �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How do the other students’ creatures make you feel? How did the poem match the

other students’ creatures? What was the most interesting or surprising about what

other students did? What do you think you did best? What could you do better next

time?

�
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what shapes/levels and

sounds are you using to create the

creature. Describe what

shapes/levels and sounds are other

students using.

How do the other students’

creatures make you feel? How did

the poem match the other students’

creatures?

What do you think you did best?

What could you do better next

time? What was the most

interesting or surprising about what

other students did?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

A dynamic and

imaginative use of body

shapes clearly defines a

creature.

Body shapes define a

creature.

Body shapes suggest some

aspect of a creature, but

lack dynamism or

originality.

Bodies give no sense of

creatures.

Participants are clearly

focused, committed to the

emotion, purpose, and

reason.

Participants sustain the

scene, but may be

distracted by outside

viewers and mistakes.

Participant focus fades in

and out in a scene.

Participants are unaware

of action from moment to

moment. Participants

may laugh, mumble, or

talk.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Syllable Dances ������ 1 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

35 minutes

������ ��������� Students create a dance using different levels, directions and sizes, based on the number of

syllables in their own name and their partner’s name.

������� 3. Complex Thinker, 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Are Organized – FA.1.4.2: Apply the element of space (e.g., place, size, level,

direction) to create simple movement sequences.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Apply the element of

space to create an

extensive variety of simple

movement sequences.

Apply the element of

space to create a variety of

simple movement

sequences.

Apply the element of

space to create a few

simple movement

sequences.

Apply the element of

space to create one or two

simple movement

sequences.

��� ���� ����������� level, direction, size

������� ���� ���������� Phonemic Awareness – LA.1.1.4: Segment and blend onset-rimes.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Segment and blend onset-

rimes with fluency and

accuracy.

Segment and blend onset-

rimes with minimal

difficulty and no

significant errors.

Segment and blend onset-

rimes with difficulty and a

few significant and/or

many minor errors.

Segment and blend onset-

rimes with great difficulty

and many significant

errors.

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; all tables and chairs pushed aside.

��������� � ��������� ������� Hand drum

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� what syllables are and what echoing, level, direction and size are.

�������� ���� Model the rhythm of the name as well as the correct number of syllables. E.g., Abraham Lincoln

would be three quick claps, a brief pause, two slower claps, rather than five evenly spaced claps.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Students and teacher stand in a circle.) I am going to say someone’s name and clap

the number of syllables in that name at the same time. When I’m finished,

everyone echo what I said and did. E.g., Kumu Cook, Ms. Lee, Abraham Lincoln,

King Kamehameha, etc.

� �

� Now, we’ll go around the circle and you say your name and clap the syllables in your

name.

�

� Let’s make a list of the kinds of movements you could do without traveling through

space, e.g., jump, twist, wiggle, kick, jab, etc.

�

Syllable Dances
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� Create your own name dance by choosing a different movement for each syllable of

your name. You may use the words we listed, or any other, as long as the movement

stays in place. Remember to use different ������� ���������� and �����. Practice and

remember your dance. See if you can say your name and do your dance at the same

time.

�

� Let’s all practice our dances at the same time. We will all be saying different names

and different movements at once, but that’s OK.

(Teacher note: Students may need to practice several times.)

Do you have the correct number of movements for the syllables in your name? Now

let’s go around the circle and perform one by one. What movements do you see?

Charlene did a wiggle and a kick. Is that the right number of movements for her

name?

�

� Choose a partner. Teach each other your dance. Practice performing both of your

dances one after the other and saying your names out loud. Be sure your partner

has the same number of movements as syllables in his/her name.

�

� Partners, perform your dances for the class. �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe the movements you used to create your name dance.

How did it feel making a dance about your name?

What made the name dances fun to watch?

What if we made a dance using the syllables in our school name? How many

movements would the dance have? Let’s count: Ben-ja-min Par-ker El-em-en-ta-ry

School.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the movements you used

to create your name dance.

What is the number of movements

for the syllables in your name?

How did it feel making a dance

about your name?

What made the name dances fun to

watch?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Push and Pull ������ 1 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

40 minutes

������ ��������� Students create pushing and pulling movements in imaginary scenarios and describe how

force (push or pull) affects the motion of the imagined object. Students also create two simple dances that

alternate between pushing and pulling, using smooth, strong energy and sharp energy.

������� 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Are Organized – FA.1.4.3: Apply the element of energy – smooth/sharp (attack),

heavy/light (weight), tight/loose (flow) – to create simple movement sequences.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Apply the element of

energy to create an

extensive variety of simple

movement sequences.

Apply the element of

energy to crease a variety

of simple movement

sequences.

Apply the element of

energy to create a few

simple movement

sequences.

Apply the element of

energy to create one or

two simple movement

sequences.

��� ���� ����������� energy, sharp, smooth

������� ���� ���������� Forces and Motion – SC.1.7.1: Describe how the motion of an object can be changed

by force (push or pull).

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Describe and provide

examples of how the

motion of an object can

be changed by force.

Describe how the motion

of an object can be

changed by force (push or

pull).

Identify, with assistance,

the motion of an object

that is changed by force.

Show, with assistance,

how the motion of an

object can be changed by

force.

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; all tables and chairs pushed to side.

��������� � ��������� ������� Hand drum

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� what “force” means in science. They should have hands-on

experience with hard and soft pushing and pulling of objects.

�������� �����

� Use a drum or other percussion instrument to cue freezing and to cue when you want students to begin

carrying out your instructions.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�� (Students and teacher sit on the floor in a large circle.)

Today, we are going to explore “pushing” and “pulling” using our bodies. Pushing

and pulling require ������ or force. Who can give an example of when we push or

pull? Let’s try some different ways of pushing and pulling.

� Imagine that you have a balloon that you want to keep in the air.

(Teacher note: you may use a real, tied off balloon to demonstrate.)

Show what motions you would use to keep it from touching the

ground. You may leave the circle and travel, but watch out for other

people. What kind of motions did you use? Right—quick pushing, kind

�

Push and Pull
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�� ���� ��������� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� ���� �����

���������

� ������� ���� ������� ��� ������ �� ��� ���� �������� �� ���� ���� ����

�� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� �� ������� ��� ��� ������ ��� ��� ������� ���

����� ������ ���� ����� ����� � ����� ���������

� ������� ���� ��� ��� ������� ���� ��� ���� �� ����� �� �� ��� ���� ���

��� ���� ��� �� �� ������� ���� ���� ���� �� ��� ������ ��� ��� ����

��������� ���� ���� �� �������� �� ������ ��� �������

� ������� ���� � ����� �������� �� ������� ������� ������ ��� ���

�������� ��� ��� ���� ���� �� ����� �� �� ����� �� ��� ���� ��� ���

���� �������� �� ����� ������ ���� ���� �� �������� �� ������ ���

�������

� �������� ���� ���� ������� �� ������� ��� �� ���� �� ��� �������� �������� �����

� �������� �� ���� �� �� �� ������� �� ������� �� ���� ����

� ������ �� ���� �� ���� �� �� ������� �� ������� �� ���� ���� ��

� ���� �� ���� �� ������ �� ������� �� ������� �� �� ������� ���

� ��������� �� ���� �� �� ���� ���� ����� ������� �� ������� �� ��� �����

���� ����� ���� ����� �������� �� �������� ������� ����� ��� ������ ��� ������

�

�� ��� �� ��� ����� �� ���� ��� ������ ����� ������� ��� �������� ����� �����

��������� �������� ����� ��� ����� ���������� ������� ��� ��� ���������

�����������

��� ������ ���������� ��� ������� � ������� ���� ���� ��� ��� ��� � ������ �����

��������� ��� �������� ����� ������ ��� �� �������

��� ������ ��������� ��� ����� �������� �� � ������� ���� ���� ��� �������� �

������ ����� ��������� ��� �������� ����� ������ ��� �� �������

�������� ����� ���� �������� �������� ��� ����� ����� ��������� ��� ��� ����

������ ��� ����� �� ���� �� ���� ���� ��� ������� ��� ���� ������ �� ��� ���� ����

��� ��� �������

��� ���� �� ���� �� ���� ���� ������� ������ ������� ��� ���� �� ���� �� ����

��������

� �

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

���� ��� ��� ����� �� ����� ��� ���� ����� �������� ��� ���������

�������� ��� ��� ��� ������ ��� ������ �� �� ������ ��� ������� �� ���������

����� ����� ��� ��� ���� ������� ��� ����� �� ��� ������� ��������

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ���� ���� ������� ��

������� ��� �� ���� �� ��� ������� ��

���������

��� ��� �� ���� �� ���� ����

������� ������ �������

��� ���� �� ���� �� ���� ��������

����� ����� ��� ��� ���� �������

��� ����� �� ��� ������� ��������
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���� ������

������ Color Wheel ������ 1 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

40 Minutes

������ ��������� Students create their own color wheel using primary colors to create secondary colors.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 4. Quality Work

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.1.1.4: Demonstrates how mixing primary colors makes

secondary colors.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Demonstrates how mixing

primary colors makes

secondary colors with

accuracy.

Demonstrates how mixing

primary colors makes

secondary colors with no

significant errors.

Demonstrates how mixing

primary colors makes

secondary colors few

significant errors.

Demonstrates how mixing

primary colors makes

secondary colors with

many significant errors.

��� ���� ����������� secondary colors (orange, green, violet); mixing

��������� ��� ��� Gathered in a circle to view art prints. Regular seating for color wheel activity.

��������� � ��������� �������

Color wheel (teacher made sample)

Each student needs:

� paper plate

� palette with tempera paint in primary colors (blue, red, yellow)

� water container

� (1) 9x12 card stock paper (practice paper)

� paint brush

� paper towel (for blotting paint brush)

Suggested art prints: Georgia O'Keeffe, �����; Vincent Van Gogh, ����������� Use a print that demonstrates the

use of color and color mixing.

������� �����

� Use small paper plates as paint palettes. Place a quarter-sized dot of each color on the plate. Each child can

receive their own palette or they can share with a partner.

� Prep the palettes and water containers before the activity.

� Designate student helpers to empty water containers, wash brushes, and collect paint palettes.

� Tell students that mixing all the primary colors together create the color brown. Let them create brown after

creating their color wheel.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��

Look at the print in front of you and pay close attention to the artist’s use of colors.

Do you see ������� colors � reds, blues, and yellows? They are called primary colors

because primary means first. They are the first colors and mixing them makes other

colors.

Do you see oranges, greens, and purples? We also call purple violet. These are made

by mixing two primary colors, and are called the ��������� colors. Where do you see

������ of colors in the print?

(Teacher note: Students go back to their desks, and supplies are passed out.)

�

Color Wheel
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��

(Teacher note: Demonstrate each step for the students. Let students complete the

step before moving on to the next step.)

A color wheel is a way to arrange colors and helps us learn how to mix to make

other colors. You are going to learn how to paint a color wheel and mix primary

colors to make ��������� colors.

First, turn your plate over and write your name on the back.

Next, using a pencil, draw a large triangle on the front of your paper plate.

Let's start by painting primary colors. Dip your brush in the water, and then dab it

in the yellow paint. Make a practice brush stroke anywhere on your practice paper.

Paint a yellow circle the size of a quarter at the top of your triangle. Wash, wipe,

and blot your brush.

Dip your brush in the water and dab it in the red paint. Make a practice brush

stroke anywhere on your practice paper. At the bottom right point of your triangle

paint a quarter-size red dot. Wash, wipe, and blot your brush.

Dip your brush in the water and dab it in the blue paint. Make a practice brush

stroke anywhere on your practice paper. At the bottom left point of your triangle

paint a quarter-size blue dot. Wash, wipe and blot your brush. These are the

primary colors: yellow, red, blue.

Let's mix ��������� colors next.

On your practice paper make a big dot of yellow. Wash, wipe, and blot your brush.

Add a small dot of red to the yellow. What color do you get? ��������� Paint an

orange practice brush stroke on your paper, then an ������ dot between the yellow

and the red circles on your plate. Make your dots the same “quarter” size.

On your practice paper make a big dot of red. Wash, wipe, and blot your brush.

Add a small dot of blue to the red. What color do you get? ������� �� �������� Paint a

violet practice brush stroke on your paper, then a ������ dot between the red and the

blue on your plate. Wash, wipe, and blot your brush.

On your paper make a big dot of yellow. Wash, wipe, and blot your brush. Add a

small dot of blue to the yellow. What color do you get? �������. Paint a green practice

brush stroke on your paper, then a ����� dot between the blue and the yellow circles

on your plate.

�

When you are finished, clean up your work area, and leave your color wheel at your

desk. We will do a gallery walk to see all of the color wheels. �

��

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What happens when you mix two primary colors? Can artists create works with lots

of different colors just by using primary colors? How? Do you think there are other

colors you could make by mixing the colors on your color wheel?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

What happens when you mix two

primary colors?

If you only had primary colors,

would you be able to create a

painting that had other colors?

Do you think there are other colors

you could make by blending the

colors on your color wheel?
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���� ������

������ Clay Creatures ������ 1 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Using animals as a theme, students create a clay creature starting with a pinch pot.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 4. Quality Work

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.1.1.5: Uses familiar subjects and experiences to create

original works of art.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Analyze, using specific

examples, how own

artwork expresses familiar

subjects and experiences.

Explain how own artwork

expresses familiar subjects

and experiences.

Name familiar subjects

and experiences that

artwork is intended to

express.

Recognize that art can be

used to express familiar

subjects and experiences.

��� ���� ����������� pinch technique, scoring, details, texture

��������� ��� ��� Regular classroom seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Low fire clay – Each student needs one tennis-size and one golf ball-size piece of clay

� Pencils

� Newsprint or newspaper to work on

� Images of pottery found in these books and other books on ceramics –

Harvey Brody. The Book of Low-Fire Ceramics. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1980.

Laura Chapman. Adventures in Art: Level 1. Davis Publications Inc., 1998.

�������� �����

� Prepare clay prior to lesson.

� Instruct students how to clean their area upon finishing their piece.

� You should have access to and knowledge of how to use the school’s kiln.

� It is very important to let these clay creatures dry slowly. Place into flat soda boxes and stack inside a large

plastic bag for 4-6 days. Let them dry without cover until the color lightens and they are no longer cold to the

touch. Bisque fire using a kiln. Have students paint creatures with glaze and glaze fire in the kiln.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Artists use different types of materials or media to create their art. Look at these

pictures, what material has the artist used? (clay)

(Teacher note: Shows examples of pottery.)

�

��

(Teacher note: Model the procedure for students before letting them begin.)

You each have two pieces of clay on your desk.

We are going to make a pinch pot first using the larger clay piece.

� Roll the clay into a smooth ball.

� Pick up the ball of clay and make an X mark on the top with your thumbnail.

Practice turning the ball in your hand while keeping the X on the top.

� With your other hand, put your thumb into the ball at the X mark, turn the

�

Clay Creatures
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ball, and push your thumb deeper. Continue doing this until you are a finger’s

thickness from the bottom.

� Practice the ����� ��������� a few times before touching the clay. Place your

hand so that the fingertips and thumb are pointing toward the ground. Lift

your thumb from the fingertips to the palm.

� Use the ����� ��������� on your clay. Put your thumb inside the clay and your

fingertips flat against the outside bottom. Press and lift your thumb, turn the

pot, press and lift, turn, press and lift… continue until your pot is evenly

formed. Stop occasionally to smooth any cracks on the top edge.

��
Now you will turn you pinch pot into a clay creature. If you could be an animal,

what would you be? Imagine your favorite animal, or one you are familiar with.

What animal would represent you? The pinch pot is the body.

� Take the smaller ball of clay on your desk and shape the head and face. Create

other ������� to make it interesting such as a tail, wings, feet, or fins.

� To attach any pieces pottery artists use a technique called �������� by taking a

pencil and scratching in lines where the clay piece is attached. This is very

important or the attached piece will not stick and clay pieces will fall off when

the clay dries and shrinks. Use the scoring technique of roughening the clay

pieces to firmly attaching them together.

� Use a pencil to draw details onto the clay. Add surface ������� like feathers,

scales, or fur.

� With your pencil, inscribe your name (or initials) on the bottom of the pot.

(Teacher note: You may want to assist students with this so that you will be able

to read the students names after the firing.)

�

��
Place your creature in our exhibit space. We will individually share information

about our clay creature. When it is your turn, explain what animal you have created,

what you like about it, and how it represents you.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Are there details you could add that would make your creature more recognizable?

What does your creature represent about you? How have you shown this?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

What kinds of lines do you see in

the creatures?

What are some basic shapes you see?

What does your creature represent

about you? How have you shown

this?

Are there details you could add that

would make your creature more

recognizable?
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���� ������

������ The Golden Egg ������ 1 ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students add instrument and/or vocal sounds to the story The Golden Egg Book.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.1.2.4: Recognize, by sound quality, various characteristics of

instruments and vocal sounds.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Recognize, by sound

quality, various

characteristics of

instruments and vocal

sounds, with accuracy, i.e.,

when errors occur, they

tend to occur with

instruments or voices that

are distinctly similar in

timbre and range.

Recognize, by sound

quality, various

characteristics of

instruments and vocal

sounds, with accuracy, i.e.,

when errors occur, they

tend to occur with

instruments or voices that

belong to the same

families.

Recognize, by sound

quality, various

characteristics of

instruments and vocal

sounds, with a few

significant errors, i.e.,

when errors occur, they

tend to occur with

instruments or voices that

belong to different

families.

Recognize, by sound

quality, various

characteristics of

instruments and vocal

sounds, with many

significant errors, i.e.

when errors occur, they

occur with instruments or

voices that belong to

different families.

��� ���� ����������� percussion instruments (names of instruments selected for the activity), dynamics

(loud/quiet)

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating or have children seated on the floor in a circle in a cleared space.

��������� � ��������� �������

Margaret Wise Brown. The Golden Egg Book. New York: Western Publishing Company, 1975.

Different instruments to represent sounds – such as: drum, temple block, wood block, maracas, ratchet, claves,

triangle, xylophone or glockenspiel). If instruments are not available, students can make sounds using their voices

or sounds collected from objects in the classroom (e.g., using pencils to tap on desk, board, something metal).

Cards with the words selected from the book printed on each. Words selected may include: boy, bunny, elephant,

mouse, something moving inside egg, shake, push with foot, jump on top, nuts, rolling down a hill, "pick/peck,"

"crackety crack."

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� ��� sound qualities of small percussion instruments chosen for

activity and how to handle these instruments. Students should know tempo and dynamics.

�������� �����

� Set parameters for student behavior when they are using instruments. Keep instruments in a box until you are

ready to use them so students are not distracted as they listen to the story.

� Read story beforehand and select the words that will be emphasized with the instruments.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� I’m going to read you a story titled The Golden Egg Book.

(Teacher note: Read the story with special emphasis on the words/phrases you will

The Golden Egg
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eventually want students to use with an instrument e.g., mouse, elephant, boy, hears

something moving, rolled down a hill, crackety crack, threw nuts, threw rocks,

pick/peck, shook it, yawned, jumped on top.)

�� I am going to lay out some instruments on the floor. Now close your eyes. I’m going

to play one of the instruments. Open your eyes. Can you describe the sound? Is it

���� �� ���� scratchy or smooth? Did I tap, scrape or shake it? How does the sound

make you feel? Does it make you think of something? Can you guess what

instrument made the sound?

(Teacher note: Play all the instruments one at a time.)

�

�� I have words printed on cards. These are words that you heard in the story The

Golden Egg Book.

As I hand out these cards, please select an instrument from the floor that best

reflects the word on your card.

(Teacher note: Ask students questions to help them with their choice of instrument.

E.g., Is your word a “quiet” sound? Which of these instruments makes a quiet

sound? Discuss student’s reason for choice.)

�

�� Let's practice playing our instruments. When you hear me say the word on your

card, please play your instrument. Remember to use self-control and pay attention to

�������� as you play your instrument. For example, does a mouse make a loud or

quiet sound? What about "hears something moving”?

Great! Now let's make it a part of the story. I will read the story again, and when

you hear your word, play your instrument just like we practiced.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Did the addition of instruments enhance our story? Why? Why not?

Would you choose a different instrument next time? Why?

Can you name some of these instruments and describe the sounds they make?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the sounds of the different

instruments.

How do the different instruments

or sounds make you feel?

Why did you choose that particular

instrument to represent the word?

Did the addition of instruments

enhance the story? Why? Why not?

Would you choose a different

instrument next time? Why?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Choose an instrument

with sensitivity for word

being represented.

Choose an appropriate

instrument to represent

the word.

Choose a satisfactory

instrument but another

choice would have better

represented the word.

Choose an instrument

that does not represent

the word.

Plays the instrument at

the appropriate time in

the story with keen

sensitivity to timing.

Play the instrument at the

appropriate time in the

story with appropriate

timing.

Play the instrument at the

appropriate time but

needs help in the timing.

Play the instrument too

early or late with no sense

of timing.
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���� ������

������ Hear It! Feel It! ������ 1 ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

50 minutes

������ ��������� Students listen to and create a composition in AB form.

������� 2. Community Contributor

���� ����������

How the Arts are Organized – FA.1.2.6: Identify families of instruments and how each sound is produced.

How the Arts Communicate – FA.1.2.7: Explain how music can communicate ideas and moods.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

FA.1.2.6:

Identify families of

instruments and how each

sound is produced with

accuracy.

FA.1.2.6:

Identify families of

instruments and how each

sound is produced, with

no significant errors.

FA.1.2.6:

Identify families of

instruments and how each

sound is produced, with a

few significant and/or

minor errors.

FA.1.2.6:

Identify families of

instruments and how each

sound is produced, with

many significant errors.

FA.1.2.7:

Analyze, using specific

examples, how music can

communicate ideas and

moods.

FA.1.2.7:

Explain how music can

communicate ideas and

moods.

FA.1.2.7:

Name the ideas and

moods a work of music is

intended to communicate

FA.1.2.7:

Recognize that music can

be used to express ideas or

moods.

��� ���� ����������� melodic instrument, percussion instrument, rhythm, beat, melody, sound picture

��������� ��� ��� Cleared, open space.

��������� � ��������� �������

� CD player.

� "The Aquarium," Bowmar Listening Library, Series I (BMR05064) ������� � ������, Track 7.

� “The Aquarium” Sound Picture.

� 18X24 white construction paper, stickers, colored marking pens.

� Melodic instruments (resonator bells, keyboard, bar instruments).

� Percussion instruments (rhythm sticks, drums, tambourines, jingle taps, cymbals).

� P. Lyman, J. M. Feierabend, Move It! CD/DVD, GIA Publications, 2003.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� instrument families (string, woodwind, brass, percussion) and

some background about how the sounds are produced (e.g., blown, struck or tapped, shaken, plucked, bowed).

�������� �����

� Determine beforehand how you will group students.

� Have all supplies ready.

� Get a picture of the composer (Camille Saint-Saens).

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��

(Teacher note: Play recording of "The Aquarium" for the students.)

Listen to this short piece of music. How does it make you feel? What do you see in

the aquarium? What kind of mood does it put you in?

Let’s listen to it again. This time see if you can identify some of the �������

�

Hear It! Feel It!
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����������� the composer uses. How are the sounds produced? Are the sounds

made by tapping, blowing, plucking, shaking or with a bow? What family does it

belong to? (strings - pluck/bow; woodwind & brass - blow; percussion - shake, tap,

scrape) What instrument imitates the rippling of the water? (piano)

Listen one more time. See if you can hear the two different sections. (��) Could

you tell when the section changed? How?

� Now that we've talked about the music, let me tell you about the composer. His

name was Camille Saint-Saens, and he lived in Paris, France. He was so gifted, he

gave his first piano recital when he was only 5 years old and began composing at 7

years of age. Just about your age! This piece is called "The Aquarium" from the

Carnival of Animals. The piece takes the listener on a trip to a fanciful zoo.

Look at and follow this ����� ������� (“The Aquarium”) with me as I play the

selection again.

�

�� Saint-Saens' Carnival communicates the idea of many other fanciful, fun animals.

What animals might be in this zoo?

I am now going to divide you into groups of 3-4 students. I would like each group

to choose an animal. Now create a musical piece in �� form that will convey the

feeling or mood of your animal. Choose a ������� ���������� for one section, and

a ���������� ���������� for the other section. Here's a sheet of construction

paper, stickers, and colored pens. Make your own ����� ������� of this animal as

suggested by your music. Practice your piece together with your group so that you

can share it with everyone.

�

�� (Teacher note: When students are ready to share, have them sit in a circle by groups

so everyone can see each other. They can stand in their places and share their

compositions. This is more informal and less intimidating than standing in “front”

of an audience. Let each group share their compositions without telling their

animal. Let the audience guess the animal.)

Let’s gather in our circle to share our compositions. Each group will share their

composition. Don’t tell us your animal. Let’s see if we can guess the animal being

represented? Why do you think it is that animal? Tell us about your sound picture.

What does it represent?

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What animal is the composition about? Describe elements that make you think this.

How does the sound picture help you?

�

��������� ������ ���������� Students can create movement to the AB form of “The

Aquarium.” See Move It! CD/DVD for suggestions.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

What kind of instruments do you

hear?

Describe how the sound is

produced.

Are the instruments melodic or

percussive?

What mood or feeling is the

composer trying to convey? What

does he do to accomplish this?

What animal is this composition

about? Describe the elements that

make you think this.

Do you think other people might

like to listen to this music? Why?

Why not?
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���� ������

������ Story and Culture ������ 1 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students create and perform an original hula-like dance that tells a cultural story with simple

actions, demonstrating how cultural stories can be told through movement.

������� 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Shape and Reflect Culture – FA.1.3.5: Analyze the dramatic elements of culture

that exist in stories, songs, fairy tales, fables, and nursery rhymes.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Analyze, in great detail,

the dramatic elements of

culture that exist in

stories, songs, fairy tales,

fables, and nursery

rhymes.

Analyze, in detail, the

dramatic elements of

culture that exist in

stories, songs, fairy tales,

fables, and nursery

rhymes.

Analyze, in some detail,

the dramatic elements of

culture that exist in

stories, songs, fairy tales,

fables, and nursery

rhymes.

Analyze, in minimal

detail, the dramatic

elements of culture that

exist in stories, songs, fairy

tales, fables, and nursery

rhymes.

��� ���� ����������� shape, pantomime, personal space, snapshot, character, action

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Betty Allen. “Song of the Taro” from Legends of Old Hawai‘i. Tongg Pub. Co., 1977. (Or a similar cultural

story)

� Kumu Hula: Keepers of a Culture. Dir. Robert Mugge. VHS/DVD. Winstar, 1989.

� TV/VCR or DVD Player.

� Drum or sticks.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to focus on their own task and follow directions.

�������� �����

� Encourage students to find a variety of ways to use their bodies as they share their ideas. This process can be

used with other stories or dance traditions. Find stories with strong central characters that learn a lesson from

their actions. As for the dance, many cultures have traditions of storytelling dance through gesture and action.

� Use a drum or other percussion instrument to cue freezing and to cue when you want students to begin

carrying out your instructions.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Listen as I read a story to you.

(Teacher note: Read Song of the Taro or other similar story)

What do you like about the story? Who is the main character of the story? Why?

Describe the character for me. Why was the character like that? What happened to

the character during the story? Why? What lesson did he/she learn at the end of the

story?

�

Story and Culture
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�

Find your own personal space, without touching anyone or anything. I am going to

call out parts of the story. On my cue, you will make “snapshots,” shaping your body

in a freeze to show what the characters look like at that moment. Find your

personal space. Ready? Show me what the lazy boy looks like. And freeze. Show me

how the father feels about his son. And freeze.

(Teacher note: Continue with strong emotional, action-filled moments.)

�

��

Now I am going to tell the story again, and this time some of you will act out the

story in pantomime, or movement without talking, as I tell it. The rest of you will be

the audience. (Teacher note: Seek volunteers for different sections of the story.)

(Teacher note: Stop after every few sentences to coach the student performers.)

Show me how the characters look, walk, and feel. How can you make the

characters’ actions look real? Show me how the character looks when he/she is

speaking. Show how strongly the character feels about his/her ideas or achieving

his/her goals.

(Teacher note: Continue with this until you reach the end of the story.)

�

�

What did you like that other students did while acting out the story? Why? How did

the other students make the story look real? How did the other students use their

bodies? What did someone add that helped you understand the characters? How

could you tell how the character was feeling?

How is this story an important one? What does it tells us is important to remember?

What does it say is important about Hawaii or living in Hawaii?

�

��

We’re going to tell the story in a different way. In Hawaii, we have hula. How many

of you have seen or danced a hula? How does a hula tell a story? (Teacher note:

Show a hula from the video.)

First, let’s decide on actions that show the lazy boy. (Teacher note: Make a list of

specific actions as suggested by the students). Let’s all try those actions. (Teacher

note: Have all students pantomime each action on the list).

Now, let’s pick one. (Teacher note: Ask the students to choose one action from the

list.) As you do the action, I am going to count to four, and you make the action last

that long. Ready? (Teacher note: Count slowly as they sustain the action for the four

beats)

(Teacher note: Continue in this manner for each of the main events of the story:

father doing the work, the boy singing, the kahuna casting the curse, the boy turning

into the frog, etc.)

Finally, we’re going to dance the whole story. Ready? (Teacher note: Count slowly as

they sustain each of the chosen actions for the four beats before moving onto the

next one.)

�

�

�
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�

Find your own personal space, without touching anyone or anything. I am going to

call out parts of the story. On my cue, you will make “snapshots,” shaping your body

in a freeze to show what the characters look like at that moment. Find your

personal space. Ready? Show me what the lazy boy looks like. And freeze. Show me

how the father feels about his son. And freeze.

(Teacher note: Continue with strong emotional, action-filled moments.)

�

��

Now I am going to tell the story again, and this time some of you will act out the

story in pantomime, or movement without talking, as I tell it. The rest of you will be

the audience. (Teacher note: Seek volunteers for different sections of the story.)

(Teacher note: Stop after every few sentences to coach the student performers.)

Show me how the characters look, walk, and feel. How can you make the

characters’ actions look real? Show me how the character looks when he/she is

speaking. Show how strongly the character feels about his/her ideas or achieving

his/her goals.

(Teacher note: Continue with this until you reach the end of the story.)

�

�

What did you like that other students did while acting out the story? Why? How did

the other students make the story look real? How did the other students use their

bodies? What did someone add that helped you understand the characters? How

could you tell how the character was feeling?

How is this story an important one? What does it tells us is important to remember?

What does it say is important about Hawaii or living in Hawaii?

�

��

We’re going to tell the story in a different way. In Hawaii, we have hula. How many

of you have seen or danced a hula? How does a hula tell a story? (Teacher note:

Show a hula from the video.)

First, let’s decide on actions that show the lazy boy. (Teacher note: Make a list of

specific actions as suggested by the students). Let’s all try those actions. (Teacher

note: Have all students pantomime each action on the list).

Now, let’s pick one. (Teacher note: Ask the students to choose one action from the

list.) As you do the action, I am going to count to four, and you make the action last

that long. Ready? (Teacher note: Count slowly as they sustain the action for the four

beats)

(Teacher note: Continue in this manner for each of the main events of the story:

father doing the work, the boy singing, the kahuna casting the curse, the boy turning

into the frog, etc.)

Finally, we’re going to dance the whole story. Ready? (Teacher note: Count slowly as

they sustain each of the chosen actions for the four beats before moving onto the

next one.)

�

�

�
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�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

��� ��� ��� ���� � ����� ����� ������� ���� ��� ��� ���� ����� ������� ��� ����� ����

���� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� ����� ������ ���� ��� ����� �� ������ ���� ��

��������� ����� ��� � ���� ��� ����� ��� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� ����� ���������

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ��� ������ ���� ���

��������� ��� ������� �� ���� ������

��� ������ �������� ��� ��� �����

������ ��� ���������� ���������

������� �� ��������

��� ��� ��� ���� � ����� �����

������� ���� ���� �� ���� �� ��

��������� �� ��������� ���� ����

�� ��� �� ��������� ����� ������� ��

������ �� ��������

���� ��� ��� ���� ����� ������� ���

����� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��� ��

���� ��� ����� ������ ���� ��� �����

�� ������ ���� �� ��������� �����

��� � ���� ��� ����� ��� ��� ��� ��

���� ��� ������

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

������� ��� �����������

��� �� ������ �������

������������ ������ ���

�����������

������� ��� �� �����

������ ������� �������

���������� ��� �������

������ ������� ����������

��� ������� ��� ����

���������

������ ���� �� ����� ��

��������� �� �������

������ ��� �� ����

�������� ���� ��� ������
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“SONG OF THE TARO” from Legends of Old Hawai`i by Betty Allen

Long ago in Hawaii there lived a fisherman and his son. The son was very lazy and never used to help his poor old

father with the fishing, and when the taro needed weeding or pulling the son was never to be found.

There was one thing the son could do well and that was sing. He had the most wonderful voice in the islands.

When he sang, even the birds stopped to listen.

At night when all the canoes were in from the sea, and the men were resting, the son would sing. He sang songs

of flowers and waving trees, but never once did he sing of the gay fish in the sea nor the green leaves of the taro.

He wanted nothing to remind him of work.

Everyone praised the son for his beautiful voice. They often wished their sons had such a voice. When the tired

father heard them he would shake his head sadly and say, "You should thank your Kuulas and all the gods that

you do not have a son like mine. His songs may be beautiful, but they do not fill the poi bowls, neither do they

mend the net.”

The people kept on praising the son and the more they praised the lazier he became.

One day, when the father was out fishing, and the son was lying in the shade singing, a kahuna came to the home

of the father. He sat down to rest for he had traveled far and was very tired. He saw the son lying-in the shade.

"Why do you not give food and drink to the stranger in your home?"" asked the kahuna.

The son did not answer, he kept on singing. The kahuna became angry, "I asked you why you did not give food

and drink to the stranger in your home!" The son stopped singing and looked at the kahuna.

"There are fish in the sea and taro in the patch if you are hungry. As for me I would rather lie here in the shade

and sing. When I am hungry my father will bring food to me."'

Then the kahuna became angry, so angry that when next he spoke his voice was like the thunder of a stormy sea.

"You shall sing, my fine fellow, all day and all night you shall sing. Your voice shall be like the empty beat of a

drum, and always you shall seek the shade. You shall live in the taro patches you are too lazy to tend. You shall

live with the fish you are too lazy to catch. So it shall be. I have spoken."

At first the son was angry, then he became frightened. He tried to call his father but the only sound that came

from his throat was like the hollow beat of a drum. He looked down at his body and saw that it was green like the

frogs that lived in the taro patches.

The poor father was working in his taro patch when he heard a deep-voiced, "GAR-R-UMPH!"

Into the taro patch jumped the largest frog he had ever seen! He did not know that his lazy son had come to help

him at last. He only knew that a new frog had come to live in the taro patch.

�� ��� ���� ������ ������� �� ����� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� �������� ��� ���� ������������� ��� ���� �� ��� ���� ������� ������� ��

������ �� ����� ��� ��� ���� ��������� ����� �� ��� ������ �� �� ��� �� ���� �� ����� ��� ���� ��� ����� �� ���� ��� ������ ���� ��

� ����� ������� ���� �� ��� �� ������ �� ����
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���� ������

������ Cloud Sculpting ������ 1 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create cloud shapes with a partner, as well as motions representing clouds in the

wind. Students describe how this idea is communicated through dance.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.1.4.5: Describe how an idea is communicated through

dance.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Describe an extensive

variety of ideas

communicated through

dance.

Describe a variety of ideas

communicated through

dance.

Describe a few ideas

communicated through

dance.

Describe one or two ideas

communicated through

dance.

��� ���� ����������� body parts, direction, level, shape, energy, time

��������� ��� ��� Large open space; all tables and chairs pushed aside.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Wayne Gratz. Panorama. CD, Narada, 1990. (Selection: ����������

� CD Player.

� Pictures of clouds.

� Hand drum.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to work with a partner.

�������� ����� Caution children that they must be safe as they sculpt each other. At the same time, the partner

must cooperate – he/she must hold the shape that they are sculpted in.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Here are some pictures of clouds. What kinds of clouds do you see? Yes, some are

puffy, some are long, and some are curvy. Today we are going to make cloud

sculptures.

You will need a partner. You have 5 counts to (1) find a partner and (2) find a place

to sit with your partner in our movement space.

With your partner, decide who will be the sculptor and who will be the cloud.

�

�� Sculptors, please stand. You will be creating clouds at different ������ so let’s

practice these four commands with your clouds – stand, sit, kneel, and lie down.

Clouds follow the command that your sculptors give you. If you are told to lie down,

you must lie down. You must cooperate with your sculptor.

Sculptors, these are the only four commands that your cloud understands. Clouds

do not understand commands such as “lift your arm, move your head like this.” It

is your responsibility to sculpt the ��������� ����� �� ��� cloud’s ���� into a �����.

You might carefully stretch an arm in front, tilt a head sideways, and bend a knee.

�

Cloud Sculpting
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Sculptors, let’s practice sculpting clouds. Remember; be gentle as you sculpt the

clouds. We are imagining that they are clouds but our human bodies hurt if you

pull or twist too hard. Clouds, you have to hold the shape that you are molded in.

Sculptors, you have 8 counts to sculpt a curved cloud. Decide what ����� your cloud

shape will be at. If it is high, tell your cloud to stand. If it is middle, tell your cloud

to kneel. If it is low, tell your cloud to sit or lie down. Ready, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and

freeze. (Teacher note: Beat drum to accompany counting. Call out different kinds

of shapes (stretched, puffy, twisted, straight, bent) for the sculptors to create.)

Sculptors, stand next to your cloud and copy the shape and freeze. You are now the

cloud. The children who were the clouds, unfreeze, you are now the sculptor.

(Teacher note: Allow this new group of sculptors to 1) practice the four commands

and 2) practice shaping their partners.)

� Clouds stay frozen in your shapes. Sculptors come and sit with me.

I’m going to put some wind music on. Clouds, when the music begins, will you

show how your cloud moves across the sky? What kind of ������ does the cloud

move with – softly? Heavily? Does it float, swirl, tiptoe, whip? Does it move ���� or

����? Explore traveling in different ���������� and at different ������. Traveling

movements can be skipping, sliding, walking, etc. When the music stops, you must

freeze in the shape that you are in now. Let’s see if you can remember your shape!

(Teacher note: When you stop the music, check to see who could remember their

shapes.)

Audience, what are the different ways that the clouds traveled?

Let’s switch roles. Audience, find a place in the movement area and freeze in a cloud

shape. Those of you who were just clouds, come and sit here on the side and you

will be the audience.

� �

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What were our shapes and movements trying to show today?

How did you use your body, energy, space and time to show clouds?

Can we show anything in the world with our movements? Explain how.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the different movements

you saw people doing.

Describe how you used your body,

energy, space and time to show

clouds.

What kinds of clouds did you see?

What other idea besides the cloud is

being communicated in our dance?

Can you show anything in the world

with your movements? Explain.

What were your shapes and

movements trying to show today?
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